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SECTION I
This report sammarizc_ the efforts ef Aeroflex Laboratories on g. P. L. Contract No.
950897 since the contract rcvision of 30 Octob,_r 1965. The contract goal is _n investi-
gatiQn leading to the desi_ cf an improved type of Jet Vane Actuator. The report
includes accumulated data and aualy_is of a pivot flexure and two posslLle approaches
to their use in a breadboard Jet Vane actuator.
1. Scope of the Contract
The goal of this investigation is to provide a breadboard of a Jet Vane Actuator which
Z can be refined to meet all physical and environmental conditions encountered during
an extended space exposures and provide reliable, accurate positioning of a vane for
mid-course correction of a space probe. The Jet Vane actuator will consist of a
moving coil DC torquer and two pivots. The tox_luer input will be a current controlled
amplifier such that torque output is directly proportional to current input; the pivots
are to provide a fixed center of rotation and a linear torsional spring rate. '
2. Phases _d the Contract
The investigation is divided into two parts. Phase I is designed of a flexure which
oombines radial and axial rigidity with a linear (TfK(_) torisional spring rate whioh
can be refined to meet the environmental and physical requirements of a Jet Vane
Aerator. Phase H requires the integration of two flex pivots with a torquer andt
testing of the unit to demonstrate feasibility of the concept. After such feasibility
I
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has been demonstrated and a future specific applic;,tion appears, suitable design data
will be available to design and build an operational system.
3. Tri- Flex Pivot Investigation
The TRI-FLEX pivot was chosen for investigation because, during tests performed
as part of this program (se_ Report of Tri-Flex pivots dated 9 April 1965) it
was found to combine high radial and axial rigidity with large torsional deflections
(in excess of 50°).
The pivot uomprises three radial leaf springs, an inner cage, and an outer cage (see
figure 1). One end of each spring is rigidly fixed (welded) to each cage such that the
spring passes through the center of rotation, through a clearance hole in the inner cage
and is then joined to the outer cage. The tlhree springs are at 120 ° to each other, and
are offset axially for clearance.
Just prior to resumption of the contract, it was observed that the ratio of inner cage
radius to leaf spring length represented hereafter by the symbol K is a prime parameter.
Wlaen the contract was resumed a large Trl-Flex pivot model which permitted varying the
spring length for a fixed inner cage radius was constructed. Tests were performed on
this model to determine the optimum K ratio. The tests provided data of pivot torsional
Unearity and sensitivity to radial load. Graphs of torque versus deflection for various K
, values at 10 lbs., and 17 lbs. radial load and without radial load are lnoludK! as figures
II to 8. The data aooumulated showed a dlscontinulW in the torsional linearity at flex. [
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pivot free positioa. The large angular travel (-_60°) permitted preloading the pivots
relative to each other by twice the required tr_v,.,1 (45°for *22 1/2 ° t_'avel required)
to remove the dtcontinuity from the operating range. A graph of the results of thi_ test
for K =. 111 appears as figure 9, and for K = . 125 as figure 10.
Whilethesetestswere inFrogres_,an analysisw_s per/ormedtopermitdesignof
Tri-Flexpivots.The analysisalongwithsample calculationsare includedas scctlon
• I. n L_IIofthinrvporL.The analysi_m_Lc.tedthat_ pairofflexpivotswhich would
deflect22°witha torqueof3 oz. in.and notexceed2 inchesindiameter,using
, materialcapableof90,000P.S.I.stresseswould be 2.5 incheslongeach.
I#-
4. TRI - FLEX Pivot with Tapered Width Springs
The problem of maintaining strength and increasing field :)ility of the lead springs
suggested use of a constant stress spring. The Tri - Flex pivot analysis shoved that
the stress distrubution in the lead springs, due to bending mo:ments, vary from maximum
at one end to zero approximately 1/4 of the spring length from the larger cage to a
negative bending moment :,.pproximatetlSy 1/3 oi the m_dmum at tLe large cage.
S,_nve the leaf springs could not be made with a zero dimension, a compromise
was made. The springs were made of constant width from the outer cage end up to
where the stresses returoed to the same numerical value. From this point inward,
_, the springs were tapered (outward) to achieve _onstant stress. This configuration was
analysed and ooplee of this analysis were sent to J. P. L as part of Progress Report
1967004400-005
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Number 19 for the period endtnF ]5 May 196,q. A copy is included ss section III of
thisreport.
Springs tapered to the proportion dvsoribed above were tested for linearity and
sensitivity to rsdial load. The results of these test)figures 1l through 147demon-
strated _he high sensitivity of this sprin_ configur_tior_ to radial load and eliminated
this as a possible solution to the Jet Vane Act_vtor flexure problem.
The dusireability of a size. reduction beyond thv constant width flex pivot, and thv
. time required for analysis and accumulation of experimental data had not been
anticipated in the contract. This study arose as a result of the previous investiga-
tion, ,'rod was performed with the concurrence of cognizant J. P. L. engineerivg.
Unfortunately the supplementary study did not produce a useable flexure.
5. Pr0posals fo r .Continuation of Jet Vane Acmstor Investigation
Tests indicate that the torsional spring rate of Tri - Flex pivots at their free -..
pol_ltion is somewhat lower than thai of the remainder of their travel. To avoid this
region, it was decided that th4 pivots be pro-loaded against each other in a Jet
Vane Actuator such that the null of a pair of pivots was 9.3° from the null of each
of the individual pivots. This, then. would provide torsional linearity over the
entire operating range without any discontinuity. ]_quaUons derived for the Tri-Flex
pivot show that for other parameters established for the Jet Vane Actuator (nat,wal
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r. _roc_" toc large in di_moter to be practicalpivots that are too long (2.5 inch,'::; lo:_ . .) ,)r
(dee sample ealctdattou # 2 in section II).
One possiblesolutionwould bc to use only a small pivot prcload which wotdd result
in smooth linearresponse ove¢ mczt of the travelrange, partlcul_rlyatnull.
It isexpected thatclose marmf,_eturing_.o_ntro!.swill reduce the torsional discontinuity
atnullto one degree or less. and satisfaotoryresultswillbe obtained.
A second approach would reduce the naturalfrequenoy requirement approximately
]'- 25% with a corresponding reduction in peak torque. This would permit use of a pre-
loaded pair of pivots m a Jet Vans'Actuator. The torque requirement would be reduced
so that a torquer rotor of zomewhat lower inertia cculd be used.
Either approach would require design and fa brlcatlon of two pairs of pivots bracketing
thedesiled K (_) values. These would be slzcdfor attachment to the moving ooll
to.luSt which has been fabrioal_lby Aeroflex Laboratories as part of thisprogram.
The-e pivotswould be testedand a report presented toJ. P. L. Ifthe resultswere
satisfactory,.themarr!age of the torquer to the pivotswould be completed; testdnta
on the breadboard Jet Vane Actuator would bo.taken, and a flnal report, including
fundamental design data required for a finished Jet Vane Actuator, would be submitted.
I I III I
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Either approach would require approximately four (4) calander months. Present
fu.udlng, however, will cover only one approach, and it is desired that J. P. L.
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SECTION II
General Descriptiux,
Thr Tri-Flex Pivot is a device which combines radial ar'd axial rigidity with
low controlled, torsional flex;bility. It permits large angular deflections
(±60"). The torsional spring rate is almost constant over most of this
rangej and is not appreciably affected by radial load.
The Tri-Flex Pivot comprises three radial lead springs, an inner cage and
an outer cage (see figure 1}. One end at each leaf spring is rigidlyfix_d
(welded} to each cage such that the leaf passes through the center of rotation,
through a clearance hole in the inner cage and then is joined to the outer
cage. The three leave_ are at lZ0"with respect to each other and are
offset axially for clearance.
Tri-Flex Pivots support radial forces by tensile forces in the leaf springs. ..
Allowable loadings are limited by cross sectional area of a single leaf
spring. Axial forces induce bending of the leaf springs across their width.
The springs are relatively stiff and strong in this direction, and if lateral
buckling is avoided, the pivots may be designed to withstand reasonably
high loads. Flex Pivots should be used in pairs to limit bending moments
perpendicular to the rotational axis.
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The ratio of the smaller cage inner radius divided by the leaf spring length,
represented by the symbol K in calculations included with this report, is a
significant parameter. A specific range of va_aes of this parameter provide
linearity of the torque deflection curve and insensitivity to radial loads.
Values from . 105 to . 14 provide linearity within + 2% over 50" of travel with
an optimum value of . 115 - . 12 where linearity within 1% can be obtained for
travel of up to 50 °.
The derivation and sample calculations included in this report neglect radial
pivot forces (axial tension and compression in the leaf springs). This affects
the accuracy of spring rate calculations. Figure 15 contains a correction
factor for this parameter. Graphs of Spring R_te Coefficient and Stress
Factor are also included aB figures 16 and 17,
The pivots tested as of the writing of this report have exhibited a slight
buckling at their zero position. This buckling appears as a deviation of
the Torque Deflection llne from zero degrees at the zero torque point. The
deviation ranges from . 5" to 4. 5% It is not known if this is an inherent
characteristic or if this is a result of misalignment which has ocurred in the
prototype set up. The pivots have been used in preloaded pairs to eliminate
thlm condition at midrange.
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SYMBOLS
i _ im u|
e : deflection angle of rotor relative to station radions
P = force Ibs.
1 = lenght of leaf spring inches
M = leaf bending mount at inne: cage lb. in.
T = "lorque on Flex Pivot
E = Young's Modulus, Ib/in2
R = inner radius of inner cage inches
R
K = 1
B = Spring Rate Coefficient
C = Stress Factor
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SECTION IIIi ill
1. Ana lTsis of Tri-FIex Pivot with Tapered Width SprinTs
The analysis, ofa Tri-Flexpivot with tapered width springs, presented
here. neglects radial pivot (axial leaf spring) forces. These forces
were neglected because it was expected that expermentation would per-
RIA9
mit determination of a specific A (_) or K (_-) ratio which would bePe
ins,n_itive to radial pivot loads. This ratio was not found in the course
of expermentation, but the analysis and graphs of configuration _flEoa.e 1_8)
and Spring Rate Coefficient (.fig. 19) are submitted here with an appendix
which contains the derivation for angular and lateral deflection of a
tapered beam with an end moment.
e ii i.
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